ARITHMETIC
freedom in handling numbers in advanced
school work, and in the business world. This
point is discussed in the sections on the
Seventh Year and Eighth Year. Eefer to
it there.
Problems. 1. A man spends § of his salary
for all his expenses, which are $1,500. What
is his salary? How much can he save? Re-
fer to Figure 5.
§ of salary = $1500
Salary = 1J X $1500 = $2250
Savings = J of $1500 « $750
See that all his salary is 1J times as large
as § of his salary.
2. During the war a family bought f of a
barrel of flour, and the bill was $6.50.   What
was the price per barrel?
I bbl. flour
bbl. flour
Fig-. 8
Cost of g bbl, = $6.50
Cost of 1 bbl. = 1§ X $6.50 = $10.40
The drawing (Fig. 8) shows the whole bar-
rel is If times as much as | of bbl.
3. Eefer to Figure 6. Mr. Brown's lot is
1 of an acre. He paid $1,700 for it. What
is the value of an acre of such land?
Value of | A = $1700
Value of 1 A = 2i X 1700 = $4250
In each case the mixed number may be used
as a fraction; for example, 4 of $1700 =
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$4250, | of
$10.40.
Note the clear mathematical expression in
the solution of these problems. Good mathe-
matical form is essential to good work; the
eye helps the mind. These problems may, of
course, be reasoned out another way; for
example:
Cost of f bbl. =
= $1.30
Cost of J bbl. ==
Cost of 1 bbl. = 8 X $1-30 = $10.40
4. Mr. Howard puts 1 pk. 3 qt. of peaches
into each basket. Sept. 16, he shipped to
Chicago 80 baskets. Mrs. Howard the same
day shipped 5 crates of eggs, 10 J doz. in each
crate. The peaches sold at the rate of $.75
a pk. and the eggs $.42 a dozen. How rnueh
money did the Howard family get for
peaches and eggs?
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(b)	We may change to a common denomi-
nator; as,
^—-5 — 36 _i-2 = 18
(c)	12-i~*.
12 — 1=12x1 = 18
12 —}=».
12 —1=12 X |=30
Out of all these should come the commonly
accepted method throughout mathematics;
that is, 12 -r- | = 12 X I = IB, or the divi-
dend times the reciprocal (or inverted form)
of the divisor.
(g) Finding What Part One Number is of
Another. A vital point at all stages in
mathematics is to know how to find and ex-
press what part one number is of another.
This depends upon clear quick use of the
measuring unit. For example, 3 is what
part of 12? One sees 3 as the measure;
there are 4 such measures in 12, and one 3
is I of four 3's. Again, 7 is what part of 28 ?
Answer, j. Also, 8 is what part of 24?
Answer, J. But when we come to 5 is what
part of 12, 7 is what part of 30, and similar
cases, where the whole is not a multiple of
the part, we find much difficulty. This point
must be cleared up, and through the higher
grades become clear to the student, if he is
to be a free worker in mathematics, for it
appears at every turn in his work: 7 months
is what part of a year? 1 month is ^yr.;
7 mo. is -fa yr.; 5 mo. = -f% yr.; 11 mo. =
J4 yr.; 3 mo. 15 d. = f ^ yr.; 6 mo. 18 d. =
ff yr. 7 sq. ft. is what part of a sq. yd. f
Answer, -J. $15.75 is what part of a week's
salary of $25? Answer, 15s'jf5.
The child should come to know how to deal
with such situations immediately, no matter
how complex the situation, and here in fifth
grade lie should get his introduction to the
134 6f 15.75
principle.   When the part is —,—,	„
12 12    25
he must apply the principle he has at com-
mand in simple fractions, of dividing or
miritiplying both terms of the fraction by
the same numbers; as, 12 v/ 2 ~ 24
-25
S3
60!
11     15.75X100 _ 1575
20'
25
2500^-25
—r.  This guarantees nmelx
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